The coupled cubic nonlinear Schrödinger (CNLS) equations are used to study modulational instabilities of a pair of nonlinearly interacting two-dimensional waves in deep water. It has been shown that the full dynamics of these interacting waves gives rise to localized large-amplitude wavepackets (wave focusing). In this short letter we attempt to verify this result numerically using a Fourier spectral method for the CNLS equations.
observations in water wave dynamics.
II. NUMERICAL APPROACH
In a pioneering work, a theory for the modulational instability of a pair of two-dimensional nonlinearly coupled water waves in deep water, as well as the formation and dynamics of localized freak wave packets was presented [9, 11] . The two wave packets were investigated in the context of nonlinear optics by [19, 20] , in Bise-Einsten condensates by [21, 22] , in transmission by [23] , and in plasmas by many other authors [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Following [11] , we consider the two-dimensional CNLS equations in the following form
and
where A and B are the amplitudes of the slowly varying wave envelopes. The x and y components of the group velocity are given respectively by C x = ωk/2κ 2 and C y = ω /2κ 2 and the group velocity dispersion coefficients are
Also, the nonlinearity coefficients (as in [9] ) are given by ξ = ωκ 2 /2 and
Here k and are wavenumbers and ω is the wave frequency. They are related by ω = √ gκ (the dispersion relation for deep water waves [5] ) with g the acceleration due to gravity and κ the wavenumber norm given by κ ≡ √ k 2 + 2 . For detail description of the formulation of the problem, we refer to the original works [9, 11] .
The nonlinear strongly coupled system of equations (1) and (2) will be computed using a fast numerical algorithm based on the spectral method [2, 13] which is explained below.
A. Fourier Spectral Method
We first noticed that by letting S = A + B and D = A − B, the system (1) and (2) becomes symmetric, obtained from (1) and (2) i ∂S ∂t
where
Then, we reduce the above system of PDEs (3)- (4) into a system of ODEs using the Fourier transform of u(x, y) which is defined by
with the corresponding inverse
The function u(k x , k y ) can be interpreted as the amplitude density of u for wavenumbers k x , k y . Now, we take the Fourier transform of both (3) and (4) as
Letting k x C x + αk 2 x + βk 2 y = p and k y (C y + γk x ) = r (8) and (9) can be written in the matrix form as
Computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors the solution to (10) can be written as
with
. We exploit the symmetry of the nonlinear function G from (7) in developing a numerical procedure to solve the system of ODEs (10).
B. Spatial discretization (Discrete Fourier Transform)
We discretize the spatial domain
into n×n uniformly spaced grid points X ij = (x i , y j ) with ∆x = ∆y = L/n, n even, and L the length of the rectangular mesh Ω. Given u(X ij ) = U ij , i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, we define the 2D Discrete Fourier transform (2DFT) of u as
and its inverse 2DFT as
In equation (12) and (13) the wavenumbers k x and k y , and the spatial indexes i and j, take only integer values.
C. Temporal discretization
We solve the initial value problem of the ODE system (10) using the classical fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method and exact treatment for the linear part [2] .
Given t max , we discretize the time domain [0, t max ] with equal time steps of size ∆t with t n = n∆t, n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , and define S n = S(x, y; t n ) and D n = D(x, y; t n ). Initializing S n = S(t n ) and D n = D(t n ), we compute the Fourier transforms of the nonlinear terms
, and advanced the ODE (10) in time with time step ∆t using the explicit RK4 for the nonlinear part, together with an exact solution for the linear part as shown in (11).
D. Simulation setup
The numerical code for the above procedure is implemented in FORTRAN 90 and executed on a Linux cluster. The initial profiles for A and B were taken as Gaussians, For each simulation we monitor the energies Q A (t) and Q B (t), calculated as
Observing a finite energy will reveal stability of a solution. As soon as the solution becomes unstable, the energy diverges. When the solution dissipates the energy approaches to zero.
FIG. 1:
Energy evolution QA(t) (left) and QB(t) (right) in a typical 3000 min. simulation.
III. RESULTS
The results presented in this paper represent a preliminary study on dynamics of interacting nonlinear water waves. The problem considered here comprises the dynamics of nonlinear interacting water wave packets through solving the coupled system of equations (1) and (2).
The results that are shown in Fig. 2 are all in dimensional units, where the two interacting waves initially have the amplitude A = B = 0.1/κ + ran, with ran representing a random low-amplitude noise, equal to 10 −3 /κ, in order to enhance instability. The results shown represent different time steps (starting on the left-hand panel and going downwards) for t = 300/ω, t = 600/ω, t = 900/ω then (right-hand panel) t = 1200/ω, t = 1500/ω; the last figure on the right-hand panel is at the same time as that above it but plotted from a different prospective reflecting the maximum growth rate in the y direction. For our simulations we have taken typical data from ocean waves [4] . The waves A and B in Fig. 2 , then have the initial amplitudes |A| = |B| = 0.1/κ ≈ 3 meters. From these figures, we see at t = 1500/ω (≈ 2680 seconds) that wave A focuses as a localized wave packets with a maximum amplitude of ≈ 0.35/κ ≈ 10 meters. We remark for considerable period after the initial step, waves A and B are qualitatively the same (with |A| > |B|) before the nonlinear wave-wave interactions set in which results to wave break-up.
In summary, we presented a numerical procedure to solve CNLS equations describing modulational instabilities of a pair of nonlinearly interacting two-dimensional waves in deep water. The simulation results of the full dynamical system reveals that even waves that are separately modulationally stable can, when nonlinear interactions are taken into account, give rise to novel behavior such as the formation of large-amplitude coherent wave packets with amplitudes several times the initial waves. This behavior is quite different from that of a single wave (the case for the original Benjamin-Feir instability) which disintegrates into a wide spectrum of waves. These results are relevant to the nonlinear instability arising from colliding water waves thereby producing large-amplitude oceanic freak waves.
